**MyUGA Portal**

**What is the MyUGA Portal?**

The MyUGA portal is a single web location (or address) which provides access to the web-based services and information most important to UGA Faculty, Staff, and Students. As a gateway to web access, the portal is a self-managed, personalized, and customized information environment. MyUGA ties together useful UGA websites and services in one location. MyUGA also provides information about current events and news at UGA. The MyUGA Portal requires a MyID to use its resources.

MyUGA may be accessed at [my.uga.edu](http://my.uga.edu).

**Who Can Access the MyUGA Portal Resources?**

- Anyone who has a UGA MyID may access the MyUGA Portal.

**MyUGA Portal Frequently Asked Questions**

- See the MyUGA FAQ

**MyUGA Portal Help**

- Phone: 706-542-3106
- Email: helpdesk@uga.edu